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Introduction

First Nations economies are among the most fragile in Canada, with unemployment 

rates as high as 70% in many communities. Unstable and rising energy costs increases 

this vulnerability as high energy bills can force families to choose between heating 

and paying the rent. 

In communities with limited resources, paying high costs for energy can detract from 

funds available for housing maintenance and repair, contributing to the ongoing 

housing crises facing First Nations communities today. The good news is that smart 

investments in energy efficiency can save more money than they cost, lowering 

energy bills for Bands and individual households and paying for themselves over time. 

Pay-As-You-Save (PAYS) financing models allow Bands and households to invest in 

energy and water system upgrades at no upfront cost, paying for the upgrades through 

their monthly savings. The investment is financed through a loan, and re-paid through 

a small addition to the utility bill, allowing households or communities to repay the 

loan over the life of the measure. 
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This approach is increasingly popular internationally. The United Kingdom is currently 

rolling out a national ‘Green Deal,’ which aims to retrofit millions of homes using a 

PAYS model financing program, combining financing for energy and water retrofits 

with on-bill repayment systems. While this approach is relatively new in the Canadian 

context, it is catching on - both British Columbia and Manitoba are currently in the 

process of developing a PAYS program which will be offered province-wide.

This report focuses on energy solutions for First Nations living on-reserve in Canada, 

who may not benefit from the development of urban retrofit and incentive programs. 

This paper reflects the outcomes of a broad consultation process, including 

stakeholders within First Nations, government, financing institutions and utility 

providers.

Government Grants/
Incentives

PAYS 

Cost to Government High Low

Participation Rates Low High

Applicability to Tenants Low High

This paper aims to broadly identify the challenges and opportunities associated with 

establishing a PAYS program for First Nations, engage relevant stakeholders and lay 

out next steps. 

Project Background 

This paper was prepared by Affordable Energy, a project of Green Communities 

Canada that works to combat energy poverty in Canada through research, capacity 

building and public outreach. 
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This report follows up on Affordable Energy’s recent report, Community Wide 

Retrofits: Best Practices for the Canadian Residential Retrofit Sector. This report 

presented an analysis of community-wide retrofit approaches, including successful 

PAYS programs operating in the U.S and U.K.

The report found that while PAYS approaches may be relatively new in the Canadian 

retrofit sector, they have been successfully implemented internationally for some 

time, engaging participation from both middle class and lower income communities. 

PAYS for First Nations explores the potential for a PAYS program to increase the 

accessibility of efficient, low cost energy systems for First Nations families living on 

reserve. 

In developing this report, a consultation committee was formed consisting of a broad 

range of stakeholders including First Nations housing experts and housing 

administrators, technical service providers and governance bodies, as well as utility 

companies, financing providers and government agencies. Our goals were to a) 

identify the potential challenges and benefits of a PAYS financing program for First 

Nations communities, and b) assess the best way to move forward in making 

accessible financing for energy system upgrades a reality. 
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While there are a number of challenges to successfully establishing a PAYS 

financing program in First Nations communities, stakeholder responses to the 

model were overwhelming positive. It is clear that while a PAYS model 

program may not be an effective approach in all contexts, it would provide a 

valuable tool to housing administrators and band offices looking to improve 

the quality of new and existing housing on reserve; lower the cost of energy 

in the community; and create accessible employment opportunities. 



Thank you to the stakeholders who took part in the development of this paper, and to 

Aboriginal and Northern Development Canada (AANDC) for financial support. 

PAYS for First Nations

This paper proposes a new approach for First Nations – an approach that could enable 

investments in more efficient green energy and water systems without large upfront 

costs, saving money and creating local employment through targeted job creation. 

This approach is based on a simple principle: that we can pay for efficiency upgrades 

over time, out of the savings they generate. 

The key is simplicity. It must be relatively easy and straightforward for decision-

makers at all levels to proceed with efficiency retrofits and other technologies. This is 

true for all communities, but may be particularly important for those First Nations 

communities that are working with limited staff resources and institutional capacity. 

If efficiency upgrades require a special effort or significant time and attention, they 

aren’t likely to happen.

After discussing program design elements with a range of stakeholders, an integrated 

approach to financing and delivering energy and water upgrades was identified as the 

most effective approach. A PAYS for First Nations program should provide a complete 

package: access to financing and incentives; retrofit/project management; 

installation services; and targeted job creation. 

How might it work? We envision a program that would:

1. Provide integrated access to low interest loans, grants, and incentives. This 

would allow First Nations and individual households on reserve to make 
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efficiency investments at no upfront cost, allowing the measures to pay for 

themselves over time1. This is the Pay-As-You-Save principle described above.

2. Coordinate delivery: The program would work with band office to profile 

current energy use and identify cost-effective measures appropriate to 

community needs and priorities. The program would manage the delivery of 

retrofits and quality control, helping to ensure the work delivers on forecasted 

energy savings. Given the range of tenure systems on First Nations, the 

program would be flexibly designed to work both with the band office and with 

individual households. A community-wide delivery approach could be used to 

maximize participation and cost-effectiveness. 

3. Educate: Education should be an essential element of the delivery of a PAYS 

program for First Nations. Households should be empowered to understand the 

ways that behaviour influences energy use, and given the tools necessary to 

reduce household energy use. Education could provide a valuable community 

engagement tool, prior to retrofit work. 

4. Create employment and skills training opportunities for First Nations. The 

program should be designed to maximize employment creation for participating 

First Nations. The program should prioritize relationships with First Nations and 

social enterprise contracting companies, and offer targeted apprenticeship and 

employment opportunities to ensure economic opportunities for First Nations 

communities. 

Combining all of these elements into a regional delivery structure would simplify the 

process of efficiency upgrades, providing services tailored to the unique context of 

First Nations communities and infrastructure. 
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1 Note that a large portion of the cost of investments could be financed out of savings; however, in some 
cases, e.g., remote communities with high travel costs, part of the cost of the retrofits will need to be 
covered by grants and incentives. Further, costs for job training would be covered out of training program 
budgets rather than retrofit budgets.
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Community Energy Plan 

Research: Identify cost-
effective energy efficiency 

measures.

Community Design 
Charrette: Identify 
measures that fit local 
priorities. 

Community Energy 
Plan: Develop a work 
plan. 

Financing Approval: 
Submit Community Energy 
Plan to financing partner 
for approval. 

Energy Retrofit 
Installation: Retrofit work 
completed by local 
contractors or social 
enterprise. 

Post Retrofit Audit: An 
independent third-party 
audit guarantees the work 
is properly done.

On-bill loan repayment

Post-Retrofit Energy Costs Loan Charge Savings

Pre-Retrofit Energy Costs



Part 1: Financing 

Pay-As-You-Save programs offer low interest loans for investments in energy and 

water efficiency and energy system upgrades, allowing Bands and households to repay 

the loan through a small monthly payment on their utility bill. Properly designed, the 

monthly loan payment should be equal to or less then the amount of money saved 

through energy efficiency. Overall, Bands and households do not see any increase in 

monthly utility costs.

PAYS financing has several advantages. Low interest financing allows Bands and 

households to realize the cost savings associated with investments in energy 

efficiency without the upfront cost barrier. Attaching the loan to the utility bill 

simplifies payment.

Attaching the loan to the utility bill works to lower lending risk to the bank, as 

payment of the monthly loan allotment is attached to utility service provision. This 

may increase the likelihood of the bank, or other financial service provider, lending to 

individuals who have poor credit but a solid history of utility bill payment. 

Reducing the risk of non-payment is an important issue. During the consultation 

process this issue was raised repeatedly. In the past, the Residential Rehabilitation 

Assistance Program offered a repayable loan program for aesthetic upgrades to on 

reserve housing, but the program was cancelled due to low repayment rates. 

Attaching the loan to the hydro bill is one way to decrease that risk. 

Investment priorities vary hugely between communities, and it is essential that any 

PAYS financing tool be flexible enough to accommodate investment in a range of 

efficiency measures. The key element to success is developing an effective 

assessment process and ensuring that investments provide predictable savings and 

payback periods. 
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Examples of identified community priority areas include: 

Energy efficiency retrofits. Done right, energy efficiency improvements to 

homes and community, commercial and industrial buildings save more than 

they  cost. By retrofitting houses with heating system replacements; attic, wall 

cavity, and crawlspace/basement insulation; and blower door-guided draft 

proofing, typical savings rates of 30% are commonly achievable. Savings 

potential may be even greater where housing is particularly inefficient and 

energy costs are high.
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Wood heat - Fuelling the local economy

Sylvia Olsen works as both a consultant to the First Nations Market Housing Fund and as a 
board member of the First Nations National Housing Managers Association, and she has seen 
the impact that access to safe, efficient wood-fired stoves can have in some communities. 

In communities with frequent disruptions in power supply, wood power can provide a 
reliable source of heat. “When the power goes out, there really is no other option,” says 
Olsen. “People congregate where there are wood stoves.”

Stephanie Allen, who works at the Ontario First Nations Technical Services Corporation, has 
seen the challenges caused when new houses are built with oil-fired furnaces. “The 
minimum fill-up is $250, and people can’t afford that. There’s no way. Instead, they’re 
leaving the door to the oven open to heat their homes.” 

In some communities, heating with wood and other locally available biofuels can provide a 
reliable and affordable source of heat, empowering local communities and creating 
opportunities for local entrepreneurs. 

“If you’re heating with oil, gas or electricity, money is draining out of the community,” says 
Olsen, “In the case of locally harvested wood 95% of those dollars remain in the community, 
creating good jobs in the forestry sector.”



High efficiency wood heating, biomass heat systems: High efficiency wood 

stoves can provide a locally available, reliable source of heat for households in 

rural Canada, supporting local energy security. By utilizing a local heat source, 

biomass heating systems promote local small business, keep money within the 

local community, and provides a secure source of heat in communities with 

frequent power outages. 

Modern, high efficiency wood burning appliances are clean burning, efficient 

and safer to use than earlier appliances.

Water retrofits: The 2011 National Assessment of First Nations Water and 

Wastewater systems estimated that the cost of expanding current water 

systems to meet First Nations population growth over the next decade will be 

4.7 million dollars2. In communities where existing treatment capacity is at or 

near its upper limit, investments in water efficiency can provided significant 

avoided cost savings. 

Cogeneration/district heating systems:  Cogeneration, also called combined 

heat and power, harnesses the waste heat produced through diesel electricity 

generation to provide district heating, greatly improving the efficiency of 

existing generating systems. Cogeneration can provide recycle waste heat from 

local or industrial generation to heat residential units, schools, health centres 

or community buildings. 

Ground source heat systems: Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) and the US 

Environmental Protection Agency state that ground source heat systems are the 

most energy-efficient, environmentally clean, and cost-effective space 

conditioning system available on the market today. Ground source heat systems 
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2 AANDC (2011) “National Assessment of First Nations Water and Wastewater Systems - 2009-2011” 
AANDC Department of Environment and Natural Resources, accessed 31/05/12 at <http://www.aadnc-
aandc.gc.ca/eng/1313426883501>
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operate by burying a loop of pipe in the group, either in the soil or in 

underground bodies of water. Ground source heat pumps draw on the relatively 

stable temperatures of the earth (between 4 and 10 degrees Celsius) to provide 

a reliable, sustainable source of heat in the winter and cooling in summer. 

Ground source heat systems have the potential to be as much as 50 per cent 

more efficient than the best natural gas furnaces and more than 75 per cent 

more efficient than oil furnaces, offering significant cost savings. 

Providing accessible financing 

Providing accessible and affordable financing is an essential element of PAYS for First 

Nations, allowing First Nations to realize the benefits of investments in energy and 

water efficiency without having to bear the upfront costs, which could run between 

$2-7k for residential energy retrofit work, or higher for larger projects. 

It is essential to the success of the program that financing can be provided in such a 

way that the savings are equal to or greater than the cost of the loan, and on a 

timeline that is shorter then the life of the measure. For participants receiving Social 

Assistance, the total cost of energy plus the loan repayment should not exceed shelter 

allowance allocations. Ideally, financing should be arranged in such a way that 

participating Bands and households see immediate cost savings, providing a powerful 

incentive to invest. 

Given the diversity of housing tenure and administration systems on First Nations, 

financing should be flexibly designed to be administrated both through the band 

office or through individual households, depending on the structure of utility bill 

payments in the community and local preference. 
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There are a number of ways financing could be provided, and the best solution may 

vary significantly by region. Traditional financing institutions, credit unions or 

community loan funds may all provide sources of financing.

Different PAYS programs have provided financing using a variety of methods. Clean 

Energy Works Portland, a successful U.S. PAYS program, established its own revolving 

loan fund to finance energy retrofit work. The fund was capitalized through a $1.1 

million dollar government grant, and attracted an additional $2 million in private 

investment. By establishing a purpose-built fund, Clean Energy Works Portland was 

able to offer a more flexible suite of interest rates, including a very low interest rate 

for low income households participating in the program3. 

In the case of Vancouver’s PAYS program, the City of Vancouver is providing the loans, 

which are backed by the City Plus Foundation - another possible model for a First 

Nations PAYS program. 

Where incentives and grants are available to offset costs, these should be accessed to 

further lower the costs of delivery.

Making payback easy: on-bill financing 

Part of the success of PAYS programs is the ease of re-payment. By partnering with 

utility companies, the PAYS model allows households to repay their loan through a 

small monthly payment on their utility bill. 

On-bill repayment provides several benefits. It allows Bands and households to clearly 

see the relationship between energy savings and loan repayment, as well as making 

repayment simple by packaging it with the utility bill. On-bill financing provides 
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3 For more information on Clean Energy Works Portland, please see: Maynes, Clifford and Kate Taylor 
(2011). “Community Wide Retrofit Programs: International Best Practices for the Canadian Retrofit 
Sector,” available online at <http://affordableenergycanada.com/resources/>
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http://affordableenergycanada.com/resources/


increased security to banks or other lending institutions, since lending can be tied to 

households with a positive utility bill repayment history and failure to make payments 

can be tied to service provision. 

In a properly structured program, monthly loan payments should be less than or 

roughly equal to energy savings, unless specifically agreed to by the participating 

Band Council or household. 

Getting the incentives right

On a policy level, it is essential that First Nations are provided with the incentive 

structures necessary for investment in better, more efficient energy and water use. 

In cases where homes are privately owned, and where those homeowners pay utility 

bills directly, the incentives to invest are clear. Where the Band pays energy bills, long 

term investments in energy systems make sense only if the Band Council benefits from 

the savings, which can then be re-directed to address other pressing community 

needs. 

In cases where hydro bills are paid out of the Social Assistance shelter allowance, 

energy reductions must result in direct savings for the individual. If Social Assistance 

shelter allowances are adjusted downward to account for reductions in energy use, 

there would be little direct incentive to invest. 

It is essential that First Nations be able to operate within an incentive structure that 

encourages and rewards efficiency investments. 
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Part 2: Delivery 

While making accessible financing available to First Nations communities is one piece 

of the puzzle, making sure the job is done right and delivers on the savings promised 

is equally important.

By developing an integrated regional delivery system, PAYS for First Nations can 

offer the necessary capacity, resources and expertise necessary to deliver this 

program at scale. The goal of the regional delivery agent would be to:

1. Engage First Nations communities through education on smart energy use and 

conservation.

2. Work with both individual households and band offices to identify qualifying energy 

investments and get approval for financing; provide estimates of costs, savings and 

payback periods; and work with First Nations to access  available grants. 

3. Work with qualified contractors to perform the installation, prioritizing 

relationships with local and First Nations contractors, and provide training 

opportunities to First Nations contractors. 

4. Manage quality control, as well as pre and post-installation data collection and 

reporting. 

An integrated, regional delivery system would build capacity at the regional level, 

providing employment and training opportunities for First Nations contractors and 

providing a mechanism for streamlined service delivery. 

One essential role of the delivery agent would be to develop an accurate system to 

estimate retrofit costs, savings and payback periods. The ability to accurately assess 
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the costs and savings associated with a variety of energy saving investments will be 

essential to the success of the program. Households and Bands and a should not be 

encouraged to invest in measures that could raise the costs of their bills, unless they 

specifically consent to doing so.

In some provinces, there may be existing organizations with the mandate and capacity 

to deliver a PAYS for First Nations program, and delivery could build on existing 

capacity developed through the EcoEnergy for Aboriginal and Northern Communities 

program.  Additionally, both Ontario and Alberta have well established First Nations 

Technical Services Corporations that would be well positioned to deliver a program of 

this nature. The Ontario First Nations Technical Services Corporation has indicated 

that it has the interest and necessary capacity to deliver a PAYS program. 

In other regions where an existing regional delivery agent does not exist, the program 

could be delivered through a purpose-built structure, or hosted by a utility or 

government body. 

A stand-alone delivery organization would benefit from a clear purpose and mandate, 

as well as operational and financial independence.  At the same time, a broad base of 

partnerships will help to ensure trust in the program delivery agent, and will assist in 

marketing, roll out, and ongoing support. In any delivery scenario, the project should 

involve key First Nations stakeholders, representatives from AANDC and participating 

utilities. 
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In his recent book Build Prosperity, Shaun Loney estimates that a retrofit of 40,000 

homes would require $140 million dollars worth of labour, create 3,500 person years 

of employment and yield $40 million dollars annually in utility bill reductions.



The costs of administration and delivery should be factored into the total cost of the 

installation, and included in the total loan amount. In cases where additional funding 

or grants are available, these should be integrated into delivery. 

Integrate delivery with existing renovation programs

Delivery of PAYS for First Nations should be integrated with the delivery of existing 

renovation programs, such as the federal Residential Rehabilitation Assistance 

Program (RRAP). In cases where poor housing condition limits the ability to invest in 

energy system upgrades, co-delivery with RRAP can improve housing condition and  

enable energy investments to go forward.  Integration can deepen the impact of both 

programs, and stretch limited program dollars further.
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Part 3: Job Creation 

Investment in energy and water systems upgrades in First Nations have the potential 

to create business opportunities for existing First Nations contractors, as well as 

targeted employment and job training opportunities on reserve. 

There are a number of mechanisms available to maximize employment creation 

through a PAYS for First Nations program. Through the consultation process the 

following approaches were identified to maximize the economic impact of a PAYS for 

First Nations program: 

• The program should prioritize partnerships with First Nations-owned contracting 

companies and social enterprise corporations to do the installation work.

• The program could provide job training and targeted employment opportunities by 

mandating hiring from skills training programs, and by providing training in energy 

and water efficiency and energy systems management to existing First Nations 

contractors.

• The program could offer an independent certification to First Nations contractors 

that have graduated from its training programs and gone on to successfully deliver 

the program.

Investments in wood heat create employment without the need for training programs, 

creating a market for locally sourced wood. This keeps energy spending within the 

community, creating sustainable local employment opportunities.  

Training initiatives could be funded through available First Nations training and 

capacity development funding. The cost of these initiatives should not be factored 

into the cost of the loan, as doing so may unreasonably burden participating 

households and impact the cost effectiveness of some measures.
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Who benefits?

Efficient energy upgrades like those described above could provide a range of benefits 

to First Nations communities, to energy and water utility providers, and to the federal 

government. 

First Nations: Potential benefits for communities and governments include:

1. Bill savings: Cost saving potential is particularly high for communities that are 

electrically heated, or those who are off grid and use diesel generated power. 

Depending on who pays, the savings may accrue to the Band Council or directly 

to households.

2. Increased capacity: For First Nations with water or energy capacity 

limitations, efficiency measures can relieve pressure on existing capacity and 

offer significant avoided cost benefits where investments in new capacity can 

be avoided. 

3. Improved home comfort: Residential energy efficiency upgrades result in 

warmer, more comfortable housing in the winter, and cooler home 

temperatures in the summer. The installation of appropriate home heating 

systems can reduce incidence of unsafe heating practices, reducing fire and 

burn hazards in the home and improving overall home health.4
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4 Poor housing design drives up the cost of maintaining adequate winter tempuratures, and can 
contribute to a range of health impacts, including including respitory and cardio-vascular problems, 
lowered immune system function, and excess winter deaths. Lee, Marc, Eugene Kung and Jason Owen 
(2011). “Fighting Energy Poverty in the Transition to Zero-Emission Housing: A Framework for BC.” 
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives – B.C Office, pp.6



4. Targeted local job creation: The program outlined above could create 

targeted local employment and job training and business opportunities for First 

Nations.5 

5. Reduced environmental impact: Greener, more efficient energy use would 

reduce the carbon footprint of First Nations. 

Utility providers: Potential benefits:

1. Meet demand side management objectives: Where utilities are mandated to 

meet demand side management targets, or have established their own targets, 

participation in a First Nations program could help meet these targets. 

2. Avoid costs of new generation and/or transmission capacity: Reducing energy 

demand and consumption is cheaper then developing new generation capacity, 

or expanding transmission capacity to meet growing demands. In provinces like 

Ontario, where over 80% of the generation capacity is reaching the end of its 

lifecycle and will need to be replaced in coming years, avoided costs can 

motivate significant investment in energy saving programs.  

3. Avoid cost of new water treatment systems: There are significant avoided 

costs available in cases where water efficiency programs can defer the need for 

capital investment.

4. Reduce subsidization: By reducing energy usage in remote communities where 

the cost of power is subsidized, participation in a PAYS program can save money 

for ratepayers across the board. 

5. Improved customer satisfaction: Participation in effective conservation 

programs is good for public relations and increases customer satisfaction.

Government: Potential benefits: 
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1. Saving money: In cases such as off-grid communities where high fuel costs are 

subsidized, programs reduce the need for subsidies. 

2. Improving community infrastructure: This program would result in significant 

improvements to First Nations community infrastructure, including the ability 

to meet demand, without requiring large funding allocations by government. 

3. Meeting environmental objectives: The energy savings that result from energy 

systems upgrades would contribute to environmental objectives. 
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Challenges 

If efficiency is such a win-win solution, why is it so slow to happen? 

There are a number of barriers identified during the consultation process, many of 

them common to all communities and some are particular or more pronounced in the 

case of First Nations.

The retrofits must result in cost savings, given the unique challenges of on-reserve 

housing. In consultations with First Nations stakeholders, the primary concern about 

the program was a perceived lack of solid data relating to the potential cost savings 

and payback periods associated with energy system upgrades. 

It is essential to the success of a PAYS for First Nations program that investments in 

energy system upgrades deliver on estimated cost savings, and provide reliable 

payback periods. Participation in the program must not result in higher energy bills 

for households or communities, without the specific consent of participants. 

The costs and payback periods cannot be generalized from the experience of off-

reserve retrofits. Specific factors such as the condition, use and lifespan of on-reserve 

housing must be taken into account, as they will likely have a dramatic effect on the 

costs and potential savings associated with investments in efficiency and energy 

system upgrades. 

Housing conditions and occupancy. Housing condition is often a barrier to energy 

efficiency retrofits. A broken window or a hole in the wall must be repaired; asbestos-

laden insulation must be contained or removed. The costs of pre-retrofit repairs must 

be factored into the cost of the retrofit, or addressed by bundling program delivery 

with an existing renovation program such as the federal RRAP. According to 2008 

figures from Statistics Canada, 44 per cent of reserve housing is in need of major 

repair.  
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Another challenge is high occupancy. Retrofit measures that are appropriate for 

housing with moderate occupancy may cause problems in high occupancy conditions. 

As of 2008, 28 per cent of First Nations people living on reserve were classified as 

living in crowded dwellings.6 When buildings with high occupancy are tightened up to 

improve energy efficiency, pre-existing moisture and mould problems could be 

exacerbated, worsening related health impacts and damaging the building. Any 

retrofit program for First Nations housing has to address the reality of housing 

conditions and high occupancy rates.

Split Incentives. Split incentives are a common barrier to residential energy 

efficiency in parts of the housing market. This occurs when those who would invest in 

efficiency do not benefit from the savings – or vice versa. So, for example, a landlord 

has limited incentive to invest in energy efficiency when the tenant pays the energy 

bills; or, if energy bills are included in rent, the tenant has limited incentive to 

engage in energy saving behaviour.

Among First Nations, there is considerable variation in who pays the cost of energy 

and who stands to benefit from reduced energy costs. While there is currently no 

thorough review available of energy bill payment systems, there are some common 

variants:

• For homes owned by the Band, the Band may pay the utilities for home 

occupants.

• For social housing units (CMHC’s S.95 units), bills may be sent to the Band 

office and utilities are paid using the occupant’s shelter allowance income. 

• In cases where individuals receive shelter allowance allocation directly, 

they may pay the bills individually out of this income. 

• In communities with individual home ownership, individual homeowners pay 

for utilities directly.
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• In northern First Nations communities which use diesel generation for 

electricity, diesel fuel is generally subsidized by the government or utility 

provider.

In cases where utility bills are paid out of Social Assistance shelter allowance 

allocations, it is important that lowered utility costs do not result in lowered shelter 

allocations. If the benefits of investment in energy efficiency do not remain with the 

user, then there is no incentive to invest. 

Any PAYS for First Nations program must be flexible enough to accommodate a range 

of bill payment systems and incentive structures. 

Reliance on the ability of utilities to offer on-bill financing. In some provinces such 

as B.C., there is a clear mandate for utilities to provide on bill financing for energy 

efficiency measures. In other jurisdictions, including Ontario, it is unclear whether 

there would be regulatory barriers to utilities participating in a program of this 

nature. A province-by-province analysis of the regulatory environment for on-bill 

payment could be the subject of a follow-up study. 
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Next Steps

Key stakeholders consulted for this paper identified a strong interest in moving 

forward to pilot the concept of a PAYS-financed energy retrofit program for First 

Nations.

 

The pilot phase will directly engage key stakeholders within First Nations, utilities and 

financial institutions, delivery agents and installation contractors, provide proof of 

concept, identify challenges and build networks for future program roll out. The pilot 

phase will provide an opportunity to gather additional information about costs, 

savings and payback periods, delivery challenges and overall program feasibility. 

Based on the pilot results, delivery strategies will be refined, and decisions will be 

made about program roll-out.

The pilot phase should include the following phases:

1. Partnership building: During this phase, partnerships will be developed between 

participating communities, local utilities, delivery agents and financial institutions. 

2. Feasibility research: Once pilot communities have been identified, feasibility 

research should identify a) baseline conditions, including population; economic and 

social conditions; current energy sources, costs and consumption; transmission and 

distribution issues; energy trends and projections; housing stock, tenure and 

condition; identify community energy priorities, costs and potential savings; 

potential challenges to roll-out. 

3. Program delivery and roll-out. This phase will provide proof of concept, building 

support for regional delivery. 
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